
Slave (Dene) is a dialect complex spoken in the Mackenzie River area of the

Northwest Territories and northern British Columbia and Alberta. Several major

groups are recognized and sometimes referred to as separate languages. Slavey or

South Slavey (Slave proper) is spoken at Fort Liard, Fort Providence, Kakisa, Jean

Marie River, Trout Lake, Nahanni Butte, Liidli Koe (Fort Simpson), and by some in

Wrigley in the Northwest Territories; at Meander River, Chateh Lake, and Hay River

in Alberta; and at Fort Nelson in British Columbia. Mountain, grouped with South

Slavey, is spoken by some residents of Wrigley, at Tulit'a (Fort Norman), and at Ross

River. Bearlake is in Deline (Fort Franklin), and Hare in Fort Good Hope and

Cohdlle Lake. Bearlake and Hare are sometimes grouped together as North Slavey

(Rice 1989: 9). There are an estimated 3000 speakers of South Slavey and 900 of

North Slavey (Krauss 1997), including children, though these figures may be high.

References to early documentation of the language are in the surveys above.

Especially important among these was the Oblate missionary Emile Petitot, who
published a large number of works, in particular a dictionary with grammatical sketch

(1876a) based on material primarily from Hare but also including some Slavey,

Mountain, and Bearlake, as well as Chipewyan and Gwich'in (Loucheux). Fang-Kuei

Li worked with Hare in 1929, and though his material was not published, it served

as the basis of publications by Hoijer on phonology (1966a). A dictionary of Hare is

in Rice 1978, and South Slavey in Howard 1977 and 1991. The 1991 dictionary

includes appendices on grammar and dialects, charts of prefixes, and paradigms. A
large volume of Dene texts from Northern Alberta, with interlinear and free

translations, is in Moore & Wheelock 1990. A grammatical sketch of Hare is in Rice

1977a, and a monumental Slave grammar, with three Beariake texts, is in Rice 1989.

On more specific topics, discussions of phonology include Howard 1963, Rice 1976,

1977b, 1979, 1980, 1988a,b,c,d, 1990, 1992a, 1993a, with 1987a, 1991a, and 1992b on
prosodic structure. Pepper 1985 shows the resistance to diachronic change of

expressive vocabulary. Aspects of morphology are treated in Rice 1985a,b,c, 1987b,

1993b. In Rice 1989b, consequences are shown of the development of tonal patterns
Ml Fort Nelson Slave, of British Columbia for analyses of syntactic structure.

Arguments for the separation of the prefixes traditionally grouped together as *mode',
^ed on material from Slave and Sekani, are in Rice & Hargus 1989. The use of
classificatory verbs is discussed in Rushforth 1991. Rice (1991b) presents evidence for
^o classes of intransitives and Saxon (1989a) argues that Slave is syntactially
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projected, with overt nominals as arguments rather than adjuncts. Rushforth 1981

discusses communication with in-laws, Rushforth & Gorbett 1989 relative clauses,

DeLancey 1990 enclitics, and Rice 1986 direct and indirect discourse.
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